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One major flaw, namely twitchy steering, turns us off the Expedition. Twitchy steering is not
something you want in a tall 5,pound vehicle. Which one do you think Goldilocks would pick?
With the new Escape on the breakfast table for , it seems Ford has enough different-sized SUVs
to satisfy everyone. And for those people who want something bigger than an Explorer, but
smaller than an Excursion, the Expedition should be just right. Able to seat nine people with its
optional third-row bench seat, Expedition is also easier to park and maneuver than the larger
Chevy Suburban or Excursion, for that matter. The vehicle has good payload and towing
capacity: 2, pounds and 8, pounds, respectively. New standard features on the XLT include
privacy glass, heated mirrors and a class IV trailer tow package. The Eddie Bauer edition gets a
HomeLink navigation system as well as the trailer tow package. Power-adjustable pedals are
standard on all trim levels and allow drivers of smaller stature to move the pedals toward their
feet rather than moving the seat uncomfortably close to the steering wheel. Interior coddling
can be increased on the Eddie Bauer edition with the optional VHS rear-seat entertainment
system. On the road the Expedition is well mannered. It's obviously not a car, but compared to
the old Ford Bronco, the Expedition rides like a limousine. Like the second-row bench seating,
the two individual seats can be stowed if extra cargo-carrying capacity is required. Ford has put
a lot of time and money into making this truck a sales leader in their already dominant
light-truck lineup. The Expedition comes standard with dual airbags, antilock brakes, while side
airbags are optional. Our biggest gripe stems from the powertrain. While Ford has boosted
output for both the 4. One option that we think everyone should investigate is the lighted
running boards. The Expedition towers above the ground, and entering and exiting this truck
will take its toll on most passengers after a few days. The Ford Expedition is a nice balance
between comfort and function, and its ability to seat nine people makes it popular with large
families and those who have to haul stuff around. In the last few years, the mid- and full-size
sport-ute market has gotten very competitive and choices are much more difficult to make.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Expedition. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Expedition lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Still might be too big for some garages, lack of power, on-road comfort hurts off-road
capabilities. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The Expedition towers above the ground, and entering and exiting
this truck will take its toll on most passengers after a few days The Ford Expedition is a nice
balance between comfort and function, and its ability to seat nine people makes it popular with
large families and those who have to haul stuff around. Ford's second-largest SUV changes
little for XLT models get privacy glass as standard equipment, while the upscale Eddie Bauer
trim level now comes with HomeLink and a class IV trailer towing package 4x4 models only.
Eddie Bauers also get second-row leather captain's chairs and a rear-seat entertainment system
as optional equipment. A new "No Boundaries" option package includes a monochromatic
black exterior, side body cladding, inch wheels, illuminated running boards and special front
seats. Read more. Write a review See all 78 reviews. Eleven Years Old and Going Strong!! I
bought my Eddie Bauer 4x4 Expedition brand new in and have owned it since. I have driven it
almost every day in the past eleven years and I keep it regularly serviced. It's paid me back in
spades -- I have , miles on it and it's going strong! I keep telling the local Ford dealership, they
should feature this beast in a commercial. It looks like new inside and the only signs of age on
the outside is the fact that the bright red paint is a bit faded on the body, but actually a "pink"
color on the mirrors. Original gas engine is strong. Still pulling horse trailers and piling the
miles on. This truck has been so trustworthy. When she needs a new engine, I'll be there! Read
less. Ok, I didn't buy my Ford Expedition new. I purchased it used with 24k miles. It is now and
the truck has just crossed k. With the exception of normal maintenance and one fuel pump that
died at K - The truck has always done the job. It has the original transmission and engine. It will
be a sad day when it finally dies. Pulling pound trailer Max load all over calif. Turns out that this
is the one , in the suburban vs expedition competition. My eddie has held together and still

looks great. I bought this SUV new in Feb It has nearly , miles and has been nearly flawless.
Replaced 2 coils and a cruise control switch which came to a few hundrerd bucks. Otherwise,
just standard maintenance. It rides super smooth, has great handling and acceleration, 4. I
never dreamed this truck would last this long without major repairs. Ford got this one right! See
all 78 reviews of the Used Ford Expedition. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Expedition. Sign Up. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the Expedition. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes automatic locking hubs yes Drive type Four wheel
drive hi-lo gear selection yes Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 30 gal. Engine
Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power
windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer
yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Passenger seat with manual adjustable
lumbar support yes Front shoulder room Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear
shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs.
Gross weight lbs. Ground clearance 7. Height Maximum payload lbs. Wheel base Width
Sponsored cars related to the Expedition. Suspension Suspension front independent
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr.
Inventory See Expedition Inventory. Sign Up. Medium Parchment Medium Graphite. See
Expedition Inventory. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The monthly payment is based
on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the
payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our
ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of
criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles
achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below
are all exterior and interior colors for the Ford Expedition. Colors generally differ by style. We
have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Ford
Expedition. This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you buy the
Expedition. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive
emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you,
and will nev
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er sell your email. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Ford
Expedition Ford Expedition Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the
selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require
top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our
ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the
road. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a
great price on the new Ford Expedition. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your
negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. New
Car Quick Quote Ford. Please select a model expedition. Get Your Price. Insider Information We
have information you must know before you buy the Expedition. Your Email Submit. Thank you.
You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.

